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Abstract We consider a fully practical nite element approximation of an AllenCahnCahn
Hilliard system with a degenerate mobility and a logarithmic free energy This system arises in the
modelling of phase separation and ordering in binary alloys In addition to showing wellposedness
and stability bounds for our approximation we prove convergence in one space dimension Finally
some numerical experiments are presented
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 Introduction Let  be a bounded domain in R
d
  d    with a Lipschitz
boundary  We consider the following AllenCahnCahnHilliard system with de
generate mobility and logarithmic free energy
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 is normal to  and     and 	 are given positive constants On
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 The singularities in  at  and  mean that w	x  t
 and z	x  t
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 z On noting






dx   it follows that 	
 can be viewed as


















and the system 	P
 to a logarithmic AllenCahn equation with a degenerate mobility
Whereas the choice v

  yields that v  z   Hence 	c
 collapses to w 
u  	u
  u and the system 	P
 to a logarithmic CahnHilliard equation







for all x   	P
 can be considered as a system encompassing both the logarithmic
AllenCahn and CahnHilliard equations with a degenerate mobility
The system 	
 was derived in  to model the simultaneous orderdisorder and
phase separation in binary alloys on a BCC lattice for example in FeAl alloys Here
u denotes the average concentration of one of the components and as noted above
is a conserved quantity and v is a nonconserved order parameter The parameter




Existence uniqueness and regularity has been established for 	
 with constant
mobility and with 	s
 in 	a
 replaced by the quartic s

in  Existence unique
ness and regularity has been established in  for 	












g  Q In addition these issues are also addressed
for the deep quench limit 	  
 of 	P
 in  Furthermore an error bound for a
fully practical piecewise linear nite element approximation of 	P
 and its deep quench
limit are proved in  The error bound being optimal in the deep quench limit
In  and  formal asymptotics are used to describe the long time behaviour
of the system 	













g f  g and f  g the ver
tices of Q for  	  The rst pair of local minimizers are known as ordered variants
and the second pair as disordered phases Which pair are global minimizers depends




















Partitions between an ordered variant and a disordered phase or between the two
disordered phases are known as interphase boundaries 	IPBs
 whereas partitions be
tween the two ordered variants are known as antiphase boundaries 	APBs
 see 
and  for details
Existence of a weak solution to 	P
 in one space dimension 	d  
 was established
in  for the degenerate mobility b	
  

 dened in 	
 which vanishes in the pure






g and the two disordered phases comprising
of just one of the two components of the alloy f  g and f  g This specic choice
for b leads to a number of mathematical diculties since it is degenerate The key
diculty being that there is no uniqueness proof as is common for fourth order non
linear degenerate parabolic problems see eg  for the logarithmic CahnHilliard




 The restriction of existence
to one space dimension in  is because they adopt the very weak solution concept
FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATION OF A DEGENERATE ACCH SYSTEM 
introduced in  for fourth order nonlinear degenerate parabolic equations It should
be noted that the degenerate system 	P
 is far more complicated than the correspond
ing degenerate CahnHilliard equation This is because for 	P
 the mobility b 	





 are singular around the whole boundary of Q For the correspond
ing degenerate CahnHilliard equation 	v

   v  
 the zeroes of b and the
singularities in 

are concurrent both occurring at f  g and f  g
The aim of this paper is show that the fully practical nite element approximation
of 	P
 with a nondegenerate mobility b introduced and analysed in  is appropriate
for the degenerate case 	
 In fact the results in this paper can be applied to a
general degenerate b  C

	Q
 which vanishes at the vertices of Q and is strictly
positive otherwise However for ease of exposition in some aspects of the proofs we
restrict ourselves to the model case 	
 The layout of this paper is as follows In the











  collapses to the nite element approximation of the degenerate
CahnHilliard equation with logarithmic free energy analysed in  In x we prove
convergence in one space dimension Finally in x we report on some numerical
experiments Therefore this paper is the natural extension of  for the degenerate
CahnHilliard equation with logarithmic free energy to 	P

Notation and auxiliary results Throughout we adopt the standard notation for
Sobolev spaces denoting the norm of W
mp
	G
 	m N p    and G a bounded
domain in R
d








p   W
m
	G
 will be denoted by H
m
	G
 with the associated norm and seminorm






 For ease of notation in the common case




 denotes the standard L

























For later purposes we recall also the following wellknown Sobolev interpolation


















































It is convenient to introduce the inverse Laplacian operator G  F  ! such that
	rGf r
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 f  F  	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Throughout C denotes a generic constant independent of the three key param
eters  h and   the regularization mesh and temporal discretization parameters
respectively
 Finite element approximation We consider the nite element approxi
mation of 	P
 under the following assumptions on the mesh
A Let  be a convex polyhedron Let T
h
be a quasiuniform partitioning of














h In addition it is assumed that T
h
is a 	weakly
 acute partitioning that
is for 	a
 d   the sum of opposite angles relative to any side does not exceed  	b







be the coordinates of the nodes of T
h
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be the standard basis functions for S
h




































































 We introduce also
jj
h






   C	
 	

In addition to the interpolation operator 
h






























































































 T be a partitioning of   T  into possibly
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Remark The discretisation 	

























 term in 	b
 We note that
the scheme in  requires polynomials of degree six to be integrated exactly over
each simplex  even in the case of the model mobility 	
 It is for this reason
that we consider the more practical approximation 	
 Whereas the stability and
convergence results in this paper are easily adapted to the less practical scheme in 
it is not clear that the error bounds established there for a nondegenerate mobility
carry across to the more practical scheme 	
 Finally we remark that it is the less
practical scheme in  with V

  that collapses to the nite element approximation
of the degenerate CahnHilliard equation with logarithmic free energy analysed in 
which for the model mobility 	
 only requires quadratics to be integrated exactly
over each simplex 
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 on noting 	




























































































































Their wellposedness follows from 	
 and 	


















































































































for all n   We prove
wellposedness of this approximation via a regularization procedure The logarithmic
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As the partitioning T
h
is 	weakly
 acute it follows from 	















































see  and  x
For later use we need to bound below 




































































 Next we note again from using a Young%s
inequality that for all r  R
 r maxf  	g r

  maxf  	  g































































maxf  	  g   	

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 is an abbreviation for either with or without the sub
script   The following theorem is an adaption of Theorem  in  for a non
degenerate mobility to the degenerate case
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Theorem  Let  and T
h



































































































































































































































































































































































































Therefore on substituting 	a
 into 	cd
 and on adding and subtracting the
resulting equations 	












































































g can be obtained from 	a
 To prove
existence of a solution to 	
 and hence 	P
h

 we consider the regularized version
obtained by replacing the singular  by 
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g follows by noting that 	
 is the Euler
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Hence on noting 	
 	
 and 	
 there exist positive constants C
i
 indepen



























































 we have on noting 	






































































































































































Adding together the  versions of 	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where we have noted 	
 	
 	






and the convexity of 

 It follows from 	



















































































































It follows from 	


































  It follows from
	
 and 	



















































 Therefore we may pass to the limit 

  in 	

to prove existence of a solution to 	
 at time level t
n











g from the monotonicity of  Hence noting 	
 we have









 at time level t
n
 In




is with the  subscript removed and    on the left hand side of 	
 The
nonregularized versions of 	
 and 	






















for n    N by the above












 yield the bounds in 	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satisfy for all h   the































for all h   the assumptions of Theorem  with m
h














	 Convergence in one space dimension Throughout this section we assume
that d     	a  b
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Using the above notation 	
 can be restated as



































































































































































For later purposes we prove the following result which is based on an argument
in the proof of Proposition  in 
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Therefore on combining 	
 and 	





g  Q with   s
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 and combining 	
 and 	
 yields the desired result 	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 as h 













































g  Q for all t    T  such that as h 
U  U

 u  V  V
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 u  V  V
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Proof The assumptions 	a
 and 	b
 yield that the right hand side of 	
 is
uniformly bounded Hence the denitions 	
 	
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  C  	b

In the next step we show that the discrete solutions U and V are uniformly H(older
continuous The rst two bounds in 	
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 norm of V are bounded independently of h  and T  Hence under the
stated assumption 	c
 on   every sequence fU  V g
h
is uniformly bounded and equicon
tinuous on 
T
 for any T   Therefore by the Arzel)aAscoli theorem there exists a
subsequence such that




















 uniformly on 
T

























g  Q for all t    T  Moreover 	
 implies that
this same subsequence is such that






 as h  	
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Therefore the desired results 	
 and 	






















 of Lemma 
*From 	











  Therefore in order to construct the appropriate limits as h   we introduce
the following subsets of  and 
T
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 fx      u	x  t
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 f 	x  t
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T
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 m  	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   for all t    T  Throughout without loss
of generality we shall assume that there exists a 





   for all
t    T  If this were not the case then there would exist a t













































































could only possibly occur if m 


 Such a situation can be avoided in this particular
case by choosing T  t

 However under the assumptions of Lemma  on the data of
	P
 one could derive an entropy estimate for v see 	
 in  It immediately follows








Corollary  in  and hence such a singular state is impossible We should remark
that our resulting weak formulation of 	P
 to which 	P
h

 converges as h   is
slightly di$erent to that in  Nevertheless it can be deduced that this entropy
estimate still holds
*From 	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It immediately follows from 	ab
 and 	
























































































implies that for any   	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 there exists an h
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Similarly it follows from 	
 that for any   	  
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It follows from 	





























































































































Finally for any   	  
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or 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The following result is essentially a discrete analogue of Lemma  in 
Lemma  Let the assumptions of Lemma  hold Then we have for any
  	  

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Proof Firstly we recall that the assumptions 	a
 and 	b
 of Lemma  yield
that the right hand side of 	
 is uniformly bounded Hence similarly to 	










































































































































































Hence the desired result 	a
















































It follows from 	b
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We now bound the terms in 	
























































































































































































 Similarly to 	
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Next we note from a Young%s inequality and 	
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 summing from n    N and noting 	
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 and noting 	a
 	
 and
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On choosing   	 
 in 	




































































The desired result 	b
 and the rst bound in 	c




To prove the nal bound in 	c
 we note that the monotonicity of  implies





































Therefore similarly to 	
























































































 yields the desired nal bound in 	c

Theorem  Let the assumptions of Lemma  hold Then there exists a
subsequence of fU  V W Zg
h
and functions fu  v  w  zg satisfying 	 and
u  H

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  dx dt 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 dt as h 
	

We now analyse the terms involving b in 	ab
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 yield that there exists a subse
quence of fU  V W Zg
h
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will converge to  as h   Combining 	
 and 	
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we consider a xed   	  
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h
 in 	cd
 It follows immediately from 	
























We now analyse the subsequent terms in 	cd
 Similarly to 	a
 it follows from
	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b





































 dt as h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 yield that there exists a subsequence of fU  V W Zg
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The monotonicity of  	c
 and the fact that 
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Taking the h  limit in 	
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 Hence combining 	
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It follows from 	
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 that taking the h  limit of 	cd
 with   
h
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The equations 	




 for all    and noting 	
 	
 and 	








































































 and the limits 	
 imply that 	c
 holds Taking the h   limit of
	ab
 with   
h






ing similarly as in 	
 by using 	





























































 z  L
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	D
 we deduce from 	
















 Therefore combining the above results and re
peating 	




Remark The weak formulation 	
 is slightly di$erent to the one studied in 
for 	P
 One of the main di$erences is that they work with variables fu  v  fg where




rw Another is that the constraint on v on the set D is removed
This is because they derive an a priori entropy estimate for v see 	
 in  It
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for all 	x  t
  
T
 see Corollary  in  It can be deduced that this entropy
estimate also holds for our formulation 	










 collapses to the weak formulation
obtained in  for the logarithmic CahnHilliard equation with a degenerate mobility
whereas that in  does not Finally we note that both of these weak formulations
are based on the solution concept introduced in  for fourth 	and higher
 order
nonlinear degenerate parabolic equations Hence they are both restricted to one space
dimension

 Numerical experiments We consider four numerical experiments high
lighting 	i
 the di$erences between the mobility b being degenerate 	
 and b being




	the maximum value of the above degenerate b
 	ii
 the
di$erences between   	 and   	
In each experiment we considered 	P
h

 with the following xed data d  
  	  
     

and    We took h     
n
 















































relaxation parameter    For a stopping criterion we chose that the maximum
di$erence in successive iterates should be smaller than 


In the rst experiment we took    	      with degenerate mobility
We note that the numerical steady state 	ie the iterative solver for the nonlinear
algebraic system converges in one iteration
 at time t   see Figure  has two
antiphase boundaries which are prewetted  An antiphase boundary between two
ordered variants is said to be wetted if it contains a region of a pure phase and is said








The data for the second experiment was the same as the rst except with constant
mobility see Figure  The numerical solution at t   is similar to the steady
state in the rst experiment the interior region having already disappeared However
in contrast to the case of the degenerate mobility there is no pinning and phase
separation ensues This is to be expected for   	 as the global minimizers of 

are very close to the pure phases
In the third experiment we took    	      with degenerate mobility
see Figure  For this value of  phase separation occurs on a faster time scale
when compared to the previous experiments 	for the role of di$erent time scales in
degenerate AllenCahnCahnHilliard systems see  and 
 Thickening of some
of the interphase boundaries then occurs This eventually leads to a numerical steady
state where the antiphase boundaries are prewetted and in addition there is an
interphase boundary
The fourth and nal experiment is the same as the third except with constant
mobility see Figure  The evolution is similar to that in the third experiment
except that it is on a faster time scale However there is no interphase boundary in
the numerical steady state at t   which is similar to that at t   in the rst
experiment Once again this is to be expected since for   	 the global minimizers
of 

are very close to the ordered variants
All of these experiments were repeated on a ner spacetime mesh 	h  
and   
n
 
 and the results were found to be graphically similar Finally











in all of these experiments
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Fig  U  t  V   t with degenerate mobility        
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Fig  U  t  V   t with constant mobility        
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Fig  U  t  V   t with degenerate mobility    
     and   












Fig  U  t  V   t with constant mobility    
     and   
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